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Oman with Britain was a festival held throughout Oman
during February 1989 to celebrate and further encourage
the historical relationship.
It involved educational, economic, cultural and sporting activities, and had
as its centrepiece one of the largest all-British Trade Exhibitions of recent
years. With over 400 participants from Britain, the festival demonstrated
both the breadth and quality of the relationship between the two nations.

To learn more about the festival and its importance to the bilateral relationship
between Oman and Britain the Anglo-Omani Society sat down with Patricia
and Robert Alston, UK’s ambassador to Oman 1986-1990, and Richard
Owens, a long-time employee of Inchcape’s Middle East Subsidiary Gray
Mackenzie & Co Ltd working all across the Gulf We explore the particulars
of the festival along with the wider implications it had in Oman’s history of
development and its longstanding relationship with the United Kingdom.
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Oman with Britian Interview
What were your backgrounds before to arriving in Oman?
Richard: I first went to Oman in 1973 and I went back briefly in 1978, and
then at the end of 1985 I went and spent ten years there. So I spent
all my working life in the Gulf, and Oman was definitely the place
to be. Essentially I managed to keep my head down and people
forgot I was there. I worked for a company that was a trading
organisation called Inchcape and we had local companies in the
Gulf and the Far East, worldwide. I joined the Middle East bit called
Gray Mackenzie and it was mainly involved in shipping and trading,
but also involved travel, consumer good, oil fields supply. Each
area in the Gulf was slightly different but I spent my whole working
life in the Gulf.
Robert: U
 nlike most British ambassadors I was not, and am not, an Arabist.
I was in fact a Farsi speaker and I served in Afghanistan and Iran,
so it was a very pleasant surprise to be appointed in 1986 as
ambassador to Oman. It was unexpected and has been a huge
influence in our lives ever since.

What was the background for Oman with Britain?
Robert: W
 e arrived in 1986, nearly two decades from the beginning of the
development of modern Oman. I think it seemed an appropriate
moment to refocus the British relationships, which, still had a
military dimension but had obviously expanded with the growth
of a whole range of other activities. One of the things that we did
was to promote a publication, Oman with Britain: Bilateral Relations
from the Seventeenth Century to the Present Day, which was the first
systematic look at the history of Britain relations with Oman from
the seventeenth century onwards. This has been something I have
been involved in since; I am not sure if you have seen the book
Stuart Laing and I did called Unshook till the End of Time, which is a
much-amplified version of the first booklet.
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S
 o it seemed a good time to refocus the relationship: (A) to look
backwards and show its history and how Oman developed outwards with the growth of the modern state, and (B) to look forward.
A lot of what we did focused on young people hoping to engage
them in future relations as I think it did. And having got the Foreign
Office to agree in principle that it was an interesting idea, I then
talked to HM Sultan Qaboos about it and he embraced it with enthusiasm; he a lot of thoughts of his own including the choice of
name ‘Oman with Britain’, that was his choice.

Patricia: Yes, we had ‘Britain with Oman’ and he turned it around.
Robert: Yes, he was insistent that Oman should come first but also rather
importantly I think the ‘with’ rather than ‘and’ was very much his
choice of emphasis. And so with that blessing, we got underway
with organising it.
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What was it like organising the festival?
Richard: Every three or four weeks we used to have a meeting primarily held at the embassy with the organising committee. Jobs were
doled out depending on one’s abilities and area of expertise. That
started in the middle of the previous year, 1988, there was quite a
long gestation period. There had to be quite a lot of liaison with the
UK end and things often took quite a long time with us changing,
modifying, and improving things as we worked. Everything eventually culminated in February 1989.
Robert: It is worth saying that the committee was mainly people on the
ground, based locally, but the sponsors were a wide range from
both countries. HH Sayyid Assad sponsored the publication that I
mentioned, and Qais Al Zawawi and Dr Omar Al Zawawi are sponsors as well. But overall seventy-five sponsors, both Omani and
British, were secured.
Patricia: The other thing to note is that it was much longer than a week.
It was nearly three weeks to my memory. Because not only were
there events held across Muscat, it went outside Muscat across
different parts of Oman. It went to Nizwa, Sohar, and Salalah. But of
course, the main concentration was in Muscat.
Robert: Yes, and there were a lot of people in both countries that were
involved. The central event, because it had a commercial function, was the event at the Exhibition Centre which was an all-British
trade exhibition that had the support of Margaret Thatcher, then
Prime Minister, who had visited Muscat the previous summer. The
exhibition itself was both a trade fair with a wide range of participants including quite a prominent participation from the department store Harrods that had more or less built an entire shop in the
exhibition centre. But also a range of joint craft events and things
of that nature.
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Richard: The exhibition itself ran for about a week to ten days. It was officially opened with a ribbon-cutting ceremony on Monday 20 February
with Sayyid Faisal bin Ali alongside the Duke of Kent and the first
day was set aside for commercial people. After this first day, it was
then opened to the public thereafter. I think from there the core
element lasted for about a week. It is worth noting also that the
exhibition centre was quite new, and while ‘Oman with Britain’ was
not the first event held there it was a very early one.
Robert: I think the exhibition centre, and all the events, were events on two
levels: there was serious business import and then it was meant
to be an opportunity for a much wider spread of Omani society to
attend the activities and see what was going on. As I recall it was
all very jolly.
Patricia: Yes, and I think in the usual way they grew as more people got to
hear about it.
Richard: The newspaper reckons that about 60,000 people attended the
exhibition centre.
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What other activities were part of the festival?
Patricia: Some of the other activities were football, boxing and wrestling;
the wrestling I think was held at the Al Falaj hotel and we had the
fashion show at the Al Bustan hotel. That was a big event, all very
much helped by Dr Omar Al Zawawi who was tremendously supportive and his secretary was always there to help us. One could
ring him and he would ring back from anywhere in the world and
sort things out, it was incredible.
Robert: Y
 es, and the football match was held between an under-16 football team from England, so they were mainly junior players with
major clubs. They played an Omani youth team as part of a friendly
match.
Robert: O
 ne of the biggest events during the festival which was not recorded in the Anglo-Omani Society photography exhibition was
the fashion show at the Al Bustan. It included quite a number of
quite well known London fashion names and was much attended
by Omanis. We remained quite friendly for many years after with
one of the designers, Lindka Cierach, who later designed the wedding dress of the Duchess of York. That was an interesting window
into the London fashion world that was part of the wider exhibition.
The opening ceremony of the exhibition was
one of the two formal events involving members of the royal family: Sayyid Faisal Bin Ali Al
Said was the minister of culture for Oman at the
time, and the then Omani Minister of Commerce,
Salim Al Ghazali, played a very prominent role in
all of the commercial side of things. The events
were also the focal point of the Duke of Kent’s
visit to Oman. He had previously visited Oman,
but his visit in 1989 was very much a formal
royal visit for the Oman with Britain exhibition.
As part of the planning of the event, we had devised a logo which was the two flags and the
handshake meeting in the middle which was
used for various products and publicity. We had
the logo on mugs, keyrings, placemats, and various other things all produced around the theme.
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Robert: Turning to the buses outside the exhibition centre featured in one
of the photographs I remember that they were surplus buses. The
idea had been that they would actually take visitors to the exhibition at Seeb from Muscat but the police pointed out that that would
put the entrance platforms on the wrong side of the road! So they
weren’t used for that purpose, but they were around the exhibition
centre and they were used to take people on excursions around
the capital area. Until fairly recently, one of them was still around
parked somewhere in a hotel garden or something, but it seemed
to us at the time it was a well-known London symbol. It seemed
quite a good way of publicising that Britain was around, as it were.
Patricia: Yes, and I think it was Shell who covered the cost of it and sponsored it, and it ran mostly around Muscat with maybe one or two
trips up to Nizwa.
Richard: And interestingly one of the press cuttings from the time wrote
that about three thousand children were taken on trips around on
the buses. And the buses came complete with drivers, they had
two rather jolly drivers as I remember.
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Patricia: I remember our children had flown
out to Muscat during that time and
at one point the buses picked up all
the models for the fashion show and
were driving them to the Al Bustan
hotel. Somehow our children and I
managed to get onto the route the
bus was taking before it had arrived
and as it was coming down the road
we put out our hand as if we were at
a bus stop and we managed to get on
with all these glamorous girls. When
the bus tipped over the last hill on
its way and revealed that beautiful
scene from the top of the hill of the Al
Bustan at the bottom. It was a really
magical moment.
Robert: Yes, we mentioned that in addition to the capital area there
were events in Sohar, Salalah,
and Nizwa. While we couldn’t be
everywhere at the same time to
attend everything we did watch
a football match and the Marines in Nizwa.
 he marines also did another
T
marching parade at the formal
closing of the events held at the
Al Bustan. That one was done together with Omani military units
and that was attended on behalf
of HM Sultan Qaboos by Sayyid Thuwaini bin Shihab Al Said
as the Sultan’s Special Representative. This made up one of
the three main highlights held at
the Al Bustan: the fashion show,
a musical concert, and this final
event of the Royal Marines.
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What part did music play in the festival?
Robert: Around the time Richard and we arrived, I think about 1985, HM
Sultan Qaboos decided he would like to create a western-style
symphony orchestra. There was already quite a tradition of military music; military bands and pipe bands. But, there was very little
western music so some musicians from Britain were recruited and
they literally went out into the countryside trying to identify in elementary ways young people who had a sense of sound.
Patricia: Yes, they looked to see if they had the embouchure for a trumpet
and if they could tap out a rhythm on their knees from listening. If
they had that, they were in!
Robert: And most of these Omani musicians were teenagers who were
brought into Muscat in 1985 and a group of music teachers were
brought in to teach them from scratch. First of all, teaching them
to play the individual instruments and then gradually developing
a repertoire of symphonic music. By the end of our time in Oman,
they were quite sophisticated and skilled.
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O
 ne of the occasions they were invited to play was at HM Sultan
Qaboos’s New Year’s Eve reception which would have been difficult for musicians of any calibre because it took place outdoors,
quite often on a quite moist night. I remember they had just finished playing Eine kleine Nachtmusik and the program said that the
next item was going to be Schubert’s unfinished symphony and
His Majesty looked at his watch and said “I think we might leave
the symphony unfinished for next year”. These poor musicians who
were trying to keep their instruments in tune were given an opportunity for rest. But they were already quite a sophisticated group,
so we brought in a group of young musicians from one of the London music schools to do a concert with them and that is what was
photographed.

What legacy do you think Oman with Britain had?
Richard: I think we should remember the economic aspect of the event
which started of as a roundtable and then ended up as the Oman
British Friendship Association. This I think was one of the lasting
legacies of Oman with Britain which still exists, albeit in a slightly
different format. That was really the kicking off point.
Robert: The Oman British Friendship Association was always meant to be
a body with a presence at both ends with senior business figures.
The name itself again was approved by the Sultan, subsequently, the British end has renamed itself the Oman British Business
Council which is one of the key bilateral groups today. And indeed,
as Richard said, the Friendship association had formally organised
itself by the time we left Muscat which was almost exactly a year
after Oman with Britain. So from the initial roundtable, we went
directly into forming a formal institution and structure for bilateral
business relations.
Patricia: W
 hen I think about the whole festivel, to me it was a celebration of
exactly what the name suggested: Oman with Britain.
Richard: I think that just as a final point, that exhibition and the surrounding
events set the benchmark for international bilateral exhibitions in
Oman. Anyone who came in after would have had to have done
better than the British, we set the standard.
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•“Young Omani and British Musicians Play During
the Festival” https://www.ao-soc.org/50th-anniversary/1980s

•“HRH the Princess of Wales surrounded by students during her visit to Sultan Qaboos University”
In: Oman with Britain: Bilateral Relations from the
Seventeenth Century to the Present Day.
•“Britain and Oman during the Dhofar War” In:
Oman with Britain: Bilateral Relations from the
Seventeenth Century to the Present Day.
•“Royal Oman Symphony Orchestra” In: Oman
with Britain: Bilateral Relations from the Seventeenth Century to the Present Day.
•“The Wahiba Sands Project” In: Oman with Britain:
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to the Present Day.

